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It's a nice day for a... bush wedding!

   

In this issue we take a look at a where we think is the perfect place

to tie the knot - the African bush! What better way to exchange
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vows than with Mother Nature as your witness and hyenas as your

wedding singers? Under the vast skies of Africa, with scops owls as

your groomsmen, a big day in the bush doesn't just have to be

about seeing the Big Five.

   

Just click on the 'Next' button above each image to read about the

couples who started their lives together bound by their love for the

African wild.

http://www.madikwe.com/specials/entry/maydikwe-photographic-safari-with-pangolin-photo
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Traditional dancers celebrate a happy union at Jaci's Lodges ©Yolandi du Plessis

Behind-the-scenes at a bush wedding with Justin

Glanville - Manager at Jaci's Lodges

With the wind in our faces and a cloud of dust behind us, I moved

through the winding roads of Madikwe Game Reserve with Emma
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and Michael - a very excited couple who were looking to tie the

knot at Jaci's Lodges.

   We rounded the corner and there it was - a gigantic fig tree with

a wide open space beneath it. After walking around to plan the

layout, we headed back to the lodge with great excitement as we

had found the perfect spot for their wedding ceremony. A

discussion ensued about how they envisaged their big day, then I

started to get the ball rolling.

   I spent the next few days booking a photographer, a florist, a

hairdresser, a minister, a representative from Home Affairs, and a

group of traditional dancers. After everyone had been confirmed, I

headed to chat to the lodge's chefs about the wedding cake and the

menu options, and I asked our fantastic maintenance team to

build a pergola. That, in a nutshell, brings me to the wedding day.

   Armed with a water cart for the dust, the pergola, bags of leaves

for creating an aisle, and chairs and tables, my team and I headed

out early in the morning of the big day to set up. And while we

were busy taking care of everything, the photographer and the

hairdresser were working hard at the lodge with the wedding

party.

   It was a beautiful day and not a cloud was in sight. After we had

finished, we headed back to the lodge for the final preparations

and to collect the flowers, champagne and canapés. I then set off a

bit ahead of everyone to wait for the first game viewer carrying the

guests to arrive. It was quite a sight to see such smartly dressed

people climb out of a safari vehicle, but that’s what a bush wedding

is all about. Once everyone was seated, another safari vehicle then

arrived with the bride.

   While the ceremony was in progress, guides kept a lookout at

various spots in case any of the Big Five chose to make an

http://www.madikwe.com/


appearance. But although the whole area was full of elephant

spoor in the morning, they didn't return.

   After the ceremony, the traditional dancers performed, while the

photographer captured all the beautiful memories. The reception

dinner was then waiting at the lodge, so everyone headed back to

the beautifully decorated dining area where the cake was cut, and

the rest of the evening was spent celebrating!

http://www.madikwe.com/specials/entry/maydikwe-photographic-safari-with-pangolin-photo
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A couple from Hong Kong tie the knot in the Maasai Mara ©Ali Nishan

Steve Guo and Tiffany Liu

Our dream wedding took place at Porini Lion Camp in the Olare

Motorogi Conservancy next to the Maasai Mara National Reserve,

and was organised by Gamewatchers Safaris.

   My husband and I love animals so we decided to have a bush

wedding in Kenya. We evaluated over 10 popular recommended
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tour operators and their quotations, and decided to choose

Gamewatchers. Not only do they offer a fantastic balance of quality

and value - their package included a bush dinner, sundowners,

and guided walks, which usually cost extra - but they also have

amazing accommodation in a great location, and they have won

awards to prove it.

   The wedding ceremony was held under a tree at the top of a hill,

with a view over the incredible landscape. We were escorted to the

ceremony by the Maasai locals, who gave us traditional cloths, a

colourful necklace and even Maasai names after we had exchanged

our vows. This was a real privilege and honour.

  The wedding arrangement was also fantastic. The beautiful

ceremony was followed by a sundowner reception and the most

amazing bush dinner for my entire group of friends and family. We

loved the camp location in particular as it felt very intimate and

private - you hardly see any other tourists!

   Mohanjeet and Sandeep, the organisers, were so helpful in

planning our trip and our wedding itinerary, and it was not a small

task as they had to cater for a total of 27 people. They did an

excellent job with all of the logistics, and everyone - and I really

mean everyone - was super friendly and helpful.
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Giraffes join the party ©Rianka Conradie

Nele and Adam Dyserinck

Our wedding was held at Tsékama Game Lodge in Nylstroom,

which is nestled in the heart of north-west South Africa. As my

friends and family were to travel from afar, we wanted to give
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them a unique experience in the bushveld alongside game.

   I had planned my entire wedding from Ghana, where we

currently live, and I must admit that it was quite a challenge.

Especially because I am from Belgium and did not know any

hairdressers, nail salons, make-up artists or florists in South

Africa. Luckily, my future sister-in-law helped me out, and my

wedding dress was flown in from Belgium and my wedding shoes

were bought online.

   On the Friday evening before the wedding, we organised a braai

so that our guests could meet, and the next morning everybody

had breakfast together and spent the whole day enjoying the pool

at the lodge and game drives before the actual ceremony started at

4pm. And I have to admit that having my friends and family

around me on this sunny African day kept my stress levels down.

   My biggest wish was for some of the wildlife to attend our

wedding too. Some of our guests had already bumped into kudu,

impala and waterbuck, but the nicest surprise was when the

giraffes joined the show during our wedding reception! Cameras

appeared, pictures were taken and my wedding day was perfect!
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Jeff and Kerryn on their big day with their Landy ©Knot Just Pics

Jeff and Kerryn Tyser

From the second we got engaged, the Kruger National Park was

always an integral part of our wedding plans. Kerryn had the

extreme privilege of growing up in Skukuza, as her parents have
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lived and worked in the park for over 30 years (lucky things). I was

also fortunate to spend many a school holiday there with my

family, so the place has a really special place in both of our hearts.

   We decided to split our wedding across two weekends. The

ceremony in Kruger was a small, intimate gathering of our

immediate family. All our friends and extended family then joined

us for a big bash in Jo’burg the following weekend.

   As we were such a small group, Kerryn’s dad got permission for

us to hold the wedding ceremony in a remote riverbed, far from

any tourist roads. It was an incredible and quite surreal experience

standing barefoot in the sand, surrounded by our families and

pristine bushveld, without a fence in sight. While we said our

vows, Kerryn’s dad kept a well-trained eye on the surrounding

reeds and riverine forest, in case any animals decided to crash the

wedding party. But apart from a few buffalo, which kept a healthy

distance, Kruger’s famed Big Five let us get married in peace.

   That night, we had dinner and a little bit too much champagne

next to the old baobab tree in Kerryn’s folks’ garden, which

overlooks the legendary Sabie River. A cloudless, star-filled sky

provided the perfect décor. And the hyenas and fiery-necked

nightjars were the ultimate band. It was an amazing way to end

the best day of our lives.

   

Follow Jeff and Kerryn’s adventures at Pass The Map and on

Instagram - @passthemap.

http://www.passthemap.com/
https://www.instagram.com/passthemap/
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Elephant witnesses at Somalisa Camp in Zimbabwe

Sheona and Terry Anders

Our dream wedding in the wild was all planned for the first day of

spring at African Bush Camp's beautiful Somalisa Camp - a luxury

tented camp in the heart of Hwange National Park in Zimbabwe.

   There wasn't the usual regalia. I did have flowers brought in for
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the ceremony, but my aisle was one of patted down elephant dung,

and the acacia island was our cathedral. There were more

pachyderms than people in our private paradise - and it meant

more to us than any princely palace.

   The ceremony was set for 3pm to coincide with the passing heat

and the daily visit of many elephant herds that come to Somalisa's

swimming pool to quench their thirst. I had planned to walk down

the aisle from my nearby dressing tent as soon as the hurried steps

of the ellies could be heard coming down the vlei, bustling for first

place at the water. But on the day, it was as if they knew

something was different... and they didn't come.

   Minutes turned into nearly an hour, and I wondered if my gentle

giants would join us at all. We were keen to wait but we knew that

dusk would soon give way to darkness, so my dad and I left our

tent without the elephants and headed towards the pool where my

fiancé, close friends, family and beloved staff members at African

Bush Camps had gathered.

   Then suddenly, the elephants came! 30 of them! We were on the

deck, just three metres away from these magnificent creatures,

accompanied by the sound of gushing water as their trunks thrust

compulsively into the cool liquid before pouring it into their open

mouths. It is a sound that you have to hear to appreciate, and it

was quite loud - almost drowning out the vows in the process.

They were so close, I remember thinking that if I were to reach

out, I would be able to touch them.

   In contrast, I will never forget the sudden silence that fell when

our small congregation started to sing. I cannot recall what we

sang that day, but I do remember being awestruck as 30 elephants

immediately stopped drinking and stood in spellbound silence,

staring at us with their ears out - just watching and listening until

http://www.africanbushcamps.com/
http://www.africanbushcamps.com/


each song came to an end. To this day, I wonder what must have

been going through their minds. We felt so connected to them, and

it was as if they were a part of us.

   Lost in the moment - an extraordinary moment - I finally heard

the pastor declare: "Terry and Sheona, I now pronounce you man

and wife!"

   And so it was - we were married in the company of giants, in all

of Hwange's wild magnificence. It was an intimate, soulful, and

rather surreal experience. As Terry rightly said, it felt as if we were

the only two people on Earth, together with these graceful giants.
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An intimate ceremony with an African choir Tanda Tula ©Louise Meyer Photography

Nicola and Keith Barnard

We wanted an intimate bush ceremony to celebrate our nuptials,

and it would be an understatement to say that Tanda Tula in the

Timbavati Game Reserve was the perfect choice. From the moment
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that we arrived from the UK, we were treated like family, and we

had the best wedding weekend that anyone could ever dream of.

   Our big day started with a morning game drive in three vehicles

that headed off in different directions, remaining in radio contact

to ensure that the bride and groom did not bump into each other

along the way. The sightings were truly exceptional that morning;

it was like all the animals had come out to wish us well. After the

game drive Keith and our guests stopped for a wonderful bush

breakfast along the banks of a dry riverbed, whilst I headed back to

camp with my parents and two sisters to relax before the afternoon

festivities began.

   Although we had been given a choice as to where we could hold

the ceremony, we asked the team to surprise us instead. All we can

say is, "WOW!!" There aren’t many people who can say that they

had their wedding ceremony in a dry riverbed in the middle of the

African bush, with an African choir, and a Landy as the wedding

car. We even spotted an elephant and a leopard on the way to the

ceremony!!

   It was truly perfect and far from a run-of-the-mill wedding. The

rangers and guides managed to find the Big Five in the few hours

that followed, while Chef Ryan and his team served up culinary

delights, and the rest of the team were constantly available to

make sure that we had the best possible time. Keith even got a

Tanda Tula tattoo after the experience!!

 Of our 24 guests, 16 had never been to South Africa before, let

alone to the bush. Now it’s always a topic of conversation when we

are together, and all of them dream of the day when they can

return to Tanda Tula. We are lucky enough to be celebrating our

anniversary there soon and we cannot wait!!
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Lace up your boots for a bush wedding ©Erna Loock Photography

Mr and Mrs Tetzner

We never doubted our decision to get married at Tuli Safari Lodge

in Botswana. The Tuli Block is a truly magical place that touches

everyone in its own unique way. The landscape is remarkable
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thanks to its unusual outcrops, wise old baobabs, and the fauna

and flora that adjusts to Mother Nature's mood. All of this

combines to make for the perfect wedding setting, and it is as if the

land itself understood what we were looking for to make our

special day unique.

   We arrived with our guests the day before our wedding and, as I

had only shared my ideas and requests with the lodge over email

beforehand, I was a bit concerned that I had a limited time to

ensure that everything would go as I had planned. However, I

needn't have worried as it took less than one hour for me to check

that everything was in order after I arrived, and I didn't have to lift

a finger after that for three days.

   Everything made for a one-of-a-kind experience - from our

traditional Christian service on the Limpopo River, and the game

drive that was offered for guests, to the fabulous food and the

surprise traditional Botswanan ceremony that was led by the staff.

   It was a time that we will cherish forever and we have nothing

but thanks for Tuli Safari Lodge for giving us these memories! My

husband and I live in Botswana so we have had the opportunity to

explore other parts of the country, but none of our previous

experiences compared to the warm hospitality and open-arm

welcome that Tuli Safari Lodge provided.
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Planting a jackalberry tree to mark a big day in Kruger ©Kim Tracey

Kelly and Graham Robertson

The wilderness is our happy place and it just fitted that Kruger

National Park was the meant-to-be setting for our wedding day. It

felt like ours and it felt 'like us'.
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   Our bushveld ceremony was held at Tsendze Rustic Camp in

Kruger, which we booked out for our big day. The resident scops

owl and other birds allowed us to share their territory for the

occasion, and a lone elephant bull had lunch in the trees just

outside of the camp gate, while the voices of the Mopani staff choir

joyfully provided the wedding music. Afterwards our guests

welcomed us as newlyweds by throwing birdseed confetti in our

direction, before following us to the sandy patch where we were to

mark our special union in one final and unusual way.

   There, in our happy place, on our happy day, we planted a little

jackalberry tree as a symbol of our marriage and the start of our

new life together.

   A jackalberry tree is one of the grandest and most character-

filled trees found in Kruger. It was just a sapling on that day when

our soil-filled hands sporting shiny new rings planted it in the

earth so that it could also start its new life.

   It's now been over a year since our wedding day, but we’ve been

heartily assured by the camp manager that our wedding tree is

growing well. We really hope it thrives and becomes a feature in

the camp, with its own story of our wedding day to tell. We plan to

visit it on future trips to the park in all the years to come. It’s our

memory tree. And what beautiful memories we have of our bush

wedding!

   

*The tree was sourced from and donated by the Skukuza

indigenous nursery in the park.

   

Read about Kelly's bush wedding in her blog.

http://bushbabyblog.com/index.php/2014/09/08/kruger-park-wedding/
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A ceremony in a magical clearing at Gondwana Game Reserve ©Mike Rose

Gabi and Dave Porter

Our wedding experience began on our first visit to Gondwana

Game Reserve, a few months before the big day itself. Looking over

the fynbos while standing on the deck at Lehele Lodge, we fell in
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love with the venue. And the best part was when we saw the spot

where our ceremony would take place - a little clearing among the

trees with amazing views of the hills and valleys of the reserve. It

was breathtaking.

   On the drive to scout out the location, we stopped to admire a

lioness by the road, and it did cross our minds that she could be

pretty close to all of our guests come the wedding day. However,

we were told that the lioness was of less concern than the herd of

elephants, which could be a bit more difficult to lure away! We left

feeling so excited, and a little nervous, for our big day.

   A week before our wedding date, Gondwana shared a photograph

on its Facebook page of a male lion standing right outside one of

the villas, looking like he was about to walk inside. Of course, we

had to share this photo with our guests, and you can imagine the

conversations that continued after that!

   On the wedding weekend most of our guests arrived on the

Friday night, so Gondwana arranged a braai for dinner, and the

most amazing sunset kicked off the celebrations. The following

afternoon all of our guests were transported to the venue in safari

vehicles, and to then prevent boredom while the bridal party was

taking photos, the guests were ushered off on a surprise game

viewing experience where they stumbled upon a lion kill in full

view. Guests watched as the pride of lions devoured a huge eland

as the sun dipped behind the mountains! Everyone was blown

away by the experience, especially as some had never seen

anything like this before.

   The reception was then held at Lehele Lodge, and the venue was

so beautiful that we did not need much in the way of décor. The

food was fantastic, and the whole day had been magical. Our

wedding was not just one night, but a whole weekend experience



that has left us with such wonderful memories!

http://www.porini.com/special-offers.html?sub=rhino-and-migration-safari
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Cultures combine in the bush ©Neil Cuninghame

Marita and Xolani Mthethwa

We knew that we wanted a bush wedding pretty much from the

moment that we got engaged. Our closest friends and family were

joining us from all over the world to celebrate our union, and we
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wanted to make the most of it by allowing them to experience the

beautiful South African scenery at Tala Game Reserve in KwaZulu-

Natal.

   Our guests joined us the evening before the big day, and we all

stayed in the various lodges around the reserve. In the morning,

while the bridal party got ready and took photos, the other guests

had the opportunity to go for a game drive before the afternoon

ceremony, which was held outdoors on a deck with beautiful views

overlooking the waterhole. This made for a stunning backdrop to

the wedding, and our photoshoot then became a fun trip around

the reserve exploring the landscape with our very creative

photographer and game ranger. It's not often that you get to

wander around the bush in high heels or a nice suit, but it was a

lot of fun!

   We were really lucky to celebrate our day with people from such

a variety of backgrounds - Norwegians and South Africans of all

ages and cultures. It was so lovely to see so many people unite to

celebrate with us, and we know that many friendships were formed

that day. Staying in a game reserve the entire weekend enabled

everyone to disconnect from the hustle and bustle of everyday life

and just focus on each other and the happy occasion. And the

additional excitement of meeting a hippo on their way to bed is a

story that our Norwegian guests still talk about as often as they

can!
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Rhino Post Safari Lodge rangers take care of the bride and groom ©MLM Photography

Shaun and Julia Wood

We both love the bush and wanted an intimate wedding without

all the tradition and fuss. And most importantly we wanted to

spend time in nature with our closest friends and family.
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   Rhino Post Safari Lodge in the Kruger National Park was the

perfect venue – we only had 24 guests in total and this is the

amount that the lodge can accommodate, so it made sense just to

take over the whole place. This also meant that our guests could

spend the weekend together, enjoying a bush braai on the night

before the wedding and a relaxed brunch on the big day itself

while overlooking the river pan.

   We had a vintage ‘Out of Africa’ theme and the décor was very

natural and simple. Every table was decorated differently with

interesting conversation pieces such as vintage cameras, old books

and binoculars.

   We exchanged vows at Plains Camp, which meant that guests

could enjoy a short sunset game drive from the main lodge to the

ceremony that took place under a tree overlooking the plains and

waterhole.

   I walked down the 'aisle’ to the sounds of African drums played

by the drummers from Skukuza, and after a very romantic

ceremony we headed into the bush for our photographs with our

own rangers and a beautiful picnic basket, compliments of the

lodge. It was a very special moment when a herd of elephant

approached the waterhole just behind us while the photographers

were snapping away!

   Once everyone was back at the lodge, we enjoyed a delicious feast

under the stars, next to a roaring fire. During the dinner we even

saw a lone elephant take a walk across the riverbed!

   The managers and staff at the lodge were incredible and went out

of their way to make the whole weekend perfect. Food was in

abundance and we didn’t stop eating! Having a small number of

guests is definitely the way to go and I would highly recommend it.

Our bush wedding gave us the chance to spend quality time with

http://www.isibindi.co.za/rhino-post/
http://www.isibindi.co.za/rhino-walking/index.htm


each and every person in the heart of the bush – what better way

to start our lives together!

http://www.wildfrontiers.com/?q=con,357,CHIMPS,%20MAHALE%20MOUNTAINS%20AND%20LAKE%20TANGANYIKA
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A giraffe wants to be part of the wedding photos ©Latsky Multimedia

Janine and Ryan Avery

My hubby hates weddings - all that awkward conversation with

people you don’t know, waiting around for the bridal couple to

come back from taking photos, while trying to curb your insatiable
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hunger with eensy-weensy finger foods. So when it finally came

time for us to tie the knot, we knew what we had to have –

something for our guests to do while we took photos, an ice-

breaking experience that they could all have in common, and lots

and lots of hearty food.

   Enter our love for the bush and it was decided – Garden Route

Game Lodge was the place for us to say "I do".

   After a small delay, caused by elephants blocking the road to the

'bush chapel', we tied the knot and swiftly sent our guests on a

game drive, while we captured our memories on camera. This gave

them plenty to talk about over dinner, which was a wholesome

meal with plenty of red wine enjoyed next to roaring fireplaces that

took the chill off the crisp winter’s night.

   The lodge was the perfect size for our party, and we were lucky to

have the whole place to ourselves, which meant that our guests

could just collapse in their rooms right there at the lodge to the

sounds of the bush at the end of the day.

   An all-white breakfast the following morning was the perfect

ending to our bush fairytale, and the elephants even popped up on

the horizon to wish us well on our new journey as Mr&Mrs.
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Dive deeper into Africa in this week's gallery of entries to the 2016

Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year competition, brought

to you by Canon and Cape Union Mart.

   Visit the tribes of Ethiopia, swim in the warm waters off

Tanzania, and let your imagination run wild in Zimbabwe. Just

click the 'Next' button above each image to see what our continent

has in store for you this week.

   

And if photography and Africa are your two great loves, enter the

competition here and stand the chance to become the Africa

Geographic Photographer of the Year.

Week 15: Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016
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A baby elephant in Savute, Botswana ©Jack Hochfeld
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A jellyfish in the shallow water around the mangroves of Mafia Island, Tanzania ©Chris Rohner
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A surma woman in Tulgit, Ethiopia ©Marina de Luca
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A child from the Karo tribe in the lower Omo Valley, Ethiopia ©Marina de Luca
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A leopard fixates on a bee-eater in Naboisho Conservancy, Kenya ©Samantha van Eldik
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Lightning strikes in Hwange National Park, Zimbabwe ©Adam Jones
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Pretty on pink in Walter Sisulu Gardens, South Africa ©Charlene Bacchioni
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Hippos drifting down the Zambezi River in Zimbabwe ©Andy Lowe
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A juvenile whale shark and its entourage of golden trevally feed on sergestid shrimps off Mafia

Island, Tanzania ©Chris Rohner
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